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General Remarks
1.1 Preface
This package being a substantial commitment from our side is provided free of charge for
everybody to benefit. In order to encourage the continued development of the package
feel free to reference the following paper(s) in you publications:
Assländer J, Zahneisen B, Hugger T, Reisert M, Lee HL, LeVan P, Hennig J, 2013.
Single shot whole brain imaging using spherical stack of spirals trajectories.
Neuroimage. 73:59-70. doi: 10.1016/j.neuroimage.2013.01.065.
The sequence works of course also on 1.5 T, 7 T and 9.4 T systems. However, the
shipped trajectory is designed for 3 T systems with the 32-channel head coil. For different
setups one might need to adjust the trajectory in order account for increased offresonance effects (higher fields) or less encoding power of the receive coil array (e.g. at
1.5 T).

1.2 Disclaimer
The software and the associated documentation (the “Software”) is provided “as is”,
without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited to the
warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement. In no
event shall the authors or copyright holders be liable for any claim, damages or other
liability, whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from, out of or in
connection with the Software or the use or other dealings in the Software.

1.3 Revision History
V 1.0
V 2.0
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Initial release.
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Method principles and implementation
2.1 MR-Encephalography (MREG)
Parallel imaging can greatly decrease MRI acquisition times by exploiting the variable
sensitivities of multiple receiver coils rather than time-consuming gradient usage for
spatial encoding. Indeed, a first implementation of MREG relied exclusively on coil
sensitivities to perform imaging with no gradients at all, resulting in extreme acquisition
speeds, but poor spatial resolution (Hennig et al., 2007).
To maintain spatial resolution, initial practical approaches to parallel imaging have
consisted of regular k-space undersampling in the phase encode dimension (Sodickson
and Manning, 1997; Pruessmann et al., 1999; Griswold et al., 2002). The achievable
undersampling, and thus acceleration, factor is limited by g-factor considerations; coils
with high encoding power, and thus low g-factors, tend to consist of a large number of
small coil elements tightly and evenly distributed on the surface of the imaged object
(Wiggins et al., 2006). Such coils also facilitate parallel imaging in 3D by enabling
additional undersampling in a second phase encode dimension (Weiger et al., 2002).
In addition to parallel imaging, further acceleration is possible by using optimized kspace trajectories. MR data are traditionally acquired with Cartesian k-space sampling
and regular undersampling patterns, which lead to a computationally simple image
reconstruction, however irregular non-Cartesian trajectories can be used for example to
perform variable-density sampling, which notably allows the undersampling of k-space
areas with sparse information content (Lustig et al., 2007). Additionally, more efficient
gradient usage can be achieved with non-Cartesian trajectories such as spirals (Noll et al.,
1995).
The aim of the MREG sequence is to provide a framework for 3D dynamic imaging using
arbitrary k-space trajectories. Notably, a provided 3D variable-density stack-of-spirals
trajectory combined with parallel imaging enables single-shot whole-brain acquisitions
with 3mm isotropic voxel size and 82ms TR (Assländer et al., 2013). Nevertheless, users
are free to define and use other k-space trajectories according to their needs.

2.2 Implementation
The basic sequence behavior is best explained by a gradient echo sequence with advanced
readout. Figure 1 shows the schematic timing diagram of the 3D MREG sequence. The
sequence begins with a slice selective excitation pulse and subsequent rephasing of the
slice gradient. The axis of the slice select gradient is selectable (necessary for trajectory
calibration). The echo time TGE displayed in Figure 1 corresponds to the time between the
middle of the excitation pulse and the acquisition of the k-space center.
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Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the sequence kernel (one TR period) for a stack of
spirals trajectory.
The arbitrary trajectory is read from a text file stored on the scanner console, which
describes the imaging gradients to be played out on all three axes. Due to limits on the
length of a single ADC, the trajectory is structured as a long continuous readout of
multiple smoothly connected ADCs, each with a fixed constant length of 500 samples. If
the desired total number of samples in the trajectory is not a multiple of 500, extra
samples are acquired at the end of the last ADC with the gradients switched off to pad the
trajectory length to a multiple of 500 (see for example ADC4 in figure 1); these extra
samples should be discarded before image reconstruction.
The TE in the user interface of the sequence defines the time between the center of the
excitation pulse and the beginning of the trajectory. For calculating TGE also the intrinsic
echo time, one needs to add the intrinsic echo time of the particular trajectory, which is
stored in the header of the gradient file and passed on to the data header. The dwell time
is arbitrary and is read from the gradient text file. Note however that the ADC duration
(500*dwell_time) must be an integer multiple of the gradient raster time (GRT = 10µs).
After data readout, constant gradient spoilers are applied in the slice and read directions,
followed by an appropriate time delay to obtain the desired repetition time.
Additionally, the sequence supports gradient text files containing up to 16 different
readout schemes. The sequence then cycles through each defined readout scheme (one
per TR), enabling multi-shot segmented or view-sharing trajectories, for example.
The optimal algorithm for image reconstruction is highly dependent on the used k-space
trajectory, so that an online ICE reconstruction cannot be provided. Raw data must
therefore be exported to an external computer for offline reconstruction. A MATLAB
package for MREG image reconstruction is available for this purpose. This package
implements tailored algorithms for iterative regularized reconstruction, which is highly
computationally intensive, but allows for general, arbitrary trajectories.
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2.3 Additional options
During the scan, physiological signals (ECG and respiration) can also be logged using the
scanner’s physiological monitoring unit (PMU). The sequence ensures that those signals
are synchronized with the acquisition.

2.4 References
Assländer J, Zahneisen B, Hugger T, Reisert M, Lee HL, LeVan P, Hennig J, 2013.
Single shot whole brain imaging using spherical stack of spirals trajectories. Neuroimage.
73:59-70.
Griswold MA, Jakob PM, Heidemann RM, Nittka M, Jellus V, Wang J, Kiefer B, Haase
A, 2002. Generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions (GRAPPA). Magn
Reson Med. 47(6):1202-10.
Hennig J, Zhong K, Speck O, 2007. MR-Encephalography: Fast multi-channel
monitoring of brain physiology with magnetic resonance. Neuroimage. 34(1):212-9.
Lustig M, Donoho D, Pauly JM, 2007. Sparse MRI: The application of compressed
sensing for rapid MR imaging. Magn Reson Med. 58(6):1182-95.
Noll DC, Cohen JD, Meyer CH, Schneider W, 1995. Spiral K-space MR imaging of
cortical activation. J Magn Reson Imaging. 5(1):49-56.
Pruessmann KP, Weiger M, Scheidegger MB, Boesiger P, 1999. SENSE: sensitivity
encoding for fast MRI. Magn Reson Med. 42(5):952-62.
Sodickson DK, Manning WJ, 1997. Simultaneous acquisition of spatial harmonics
(SMASH): fast imaging with radiofrequency coil arrays. Magn Reson Med. 38(4):591603.
Weiger M, Pruessmann KP, Boesiger P, 2002. 2D SENSE for faster 3D MRI. MAGMA
14(1):10-9.
Wiggins GC, Triantafyllou C, Potthast A, Reykowski A, Nittka M, Wald LL, 2006. 32channel 3 Tesla receive-only phased-array head coil with soccer-ball element geometry.
Magn Reson Med. 56(1):216-23.
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Software Installation Procedure
3.1 Automatic Installation
An installation script, install.bat, is provided to automate the installation
procedure. In case automatic installation fails, it is possible to proceed with manual
installation, as described in the next section.

Automatic installation of on the scanner includes the following steps:
1. Start SDE shell or command shell (CMD).
2. Change to the directory where the package archive was unpacked.
3. Start the installation script by typing:
./scripts/install_MREG.bat
4. Make sure that the script completed successfully without error or warning
messages.
5. Create the new default protocols:
Open the Exam Explorer, select a protocol location, select „Insert … Sequence”,
select „Folder: USER”, select „ja_MREG”, click „Insert”. Double-click the new
protocol and adjust the parameters as desired.

3.2 Manual Installation
Manual installation on the scanner includes the following steps:
1. Start Windows command shell (CMD).
2. Change into the directory, where the package archive was unpacked.
3. Copy the MREG sequence files for the host to the customer sequence directory:
copy ja_MREG.dll %CustomerSeq%
for VB:
copy ja_MREG.i86 %CustomerSeq%
for VD:
copy ja_MREG.so %CustomerSeq%
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4. Only necessary for VB: Copy the ICE “programs” to the customer ICE directory:
copy mreg_EmptyIceProgram.evp %CustomerIceProgs%
5. Create a folder:
“C:\MedCom\log\ja_MREG_grad_files”.
6. Copy the relevant gradient files (*.grad) from the folder
“.\ja_MREG_grad_files” to
“C:\MedCom\log\ja_MREG_grad_files”
7. Create the new default protocols:
Open the Exam Explorer, select a protocol location, select „Insert … Sequence”,
select „Folder: USER”, select „MREG_c2p”, click „Insert”. Double-click the new
protocol and adjust the parameters as desired.
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Sequences and Protocols
4.1 General Remarks
The sequence interface is derived from a standard FLASH sequence. Consequently, many
of the buttons/switches/checkboxes/edit fields are similar, although some may have a
different meaning in the context of 3D imaging with arbitrary k-space trajectories. One
important point relates to the format of the data structure for storage. The data from each
execution of the sequence are stored as sequential phase encoding lines, even though the
successive trajectory segments may not only have little to do with phase encoding, they
may even (in the case of single-shot acquisitions) correspond to separate time points. A
“measurement” then consists of several of these “phase encoding lines”, so that a single
“measurement” may therefore contain data from several time points.
The following section describes most of the available menus and sequence cards.

4.2 Scanner interface
4.2.1 Routine card
Slab excitation is performed by means of a thick 2d-slice selective sinc-pulse in the zdirection (main magnetic field). For 3D imaging, care must be taken when setting the
slice (slab) thickness to prevent fold-over artifacts in the z-direction. The relevant
geometries are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: nominal field-of-view, slab excitation and pulse profile
In this example, the orange rectangle represents the nominal slice thickness selected in
the task card. However, the actual excitation also includes contributions from spins
within the dashed orange lines due to the imperfect profile of the excitation pulse.
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Slices: For 3D imaging, select only one thick slice. For 2D multi-slice imaging, care has
to be taken when combining this with multiple (segmented) trajectory elements, as the
sequence will cycle through each trajectory element every TR.
Position: As mentioned above, off-center slices are allowed, but may result in reduced
performance due to reduced gradient linearity and field homogeneity. Shifts in the Phase
and Read directions are also allowed, although they have no effect on the actual sequence
behavior. However, the values are stored in the raw data header and are essential for the
image reconstruction.
Orientation: Rotating the FOV from transversal to the coronal direction is possible, inplane rotations are implemented only for multiples of 90°.
Slice Position and Orientation: Please copy the slice position and orientation from
the reference scan in order to make sure that the slices are properly aligned for
reconstruction.
FOV read: The nominal FOV is read in from the gradient file and cannot be modified. It
is displayed as identical FOVs in the x and y dimensions.
Slice thickness: Thickness of the sinc-excitation pulse. Please note the considerations
described above regarding slab profile imperfections.
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TR: Repetition time. Time between two consecutive calls of the sequence kernel.
TE: Time from middle of excitation pulse to beginning of the array of ADCs. The actual
echo time that determines the image contrast depends on that time plus the time the
trajectory needs to hit the center of k-space. It is usually recommended to choose the
minimum TE.

4.2.2 Resolution card

Base resolution: This parameter is read from the gradient file.
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4.2.3 RF spoiling card

Segments: This value corresponds to number of trajectory elements in the gradient file.
Currently up to 16 segments are supported.
RF spoiling: Check this box if RF-spoiling should be invoked. The default is no RFspoiling. If RF-spoiling is switched on, the phase of the RF-pulse and the corresponding
ADCs are increment by n*117° (where n counts the total number of acquired scans –
quadratic phase increment). Note that RF-spoiling in combination with other steady state
disturbing effects (ECG & respiration) can lead to unwanted signal fluctuations.
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4.2.4 Sequence special card

Trajectory: Select the gradient file describing the trajectory to use for the acquisition.
Details on the format of the gradient files are described in section 4.4. The stack-ofspirals trajectory described in (Assländer et al., 2013) is available as
“SoS_3mm_fov192_3_6_2_5”
Calibration Mode: Tick it to measure the trajectory (usually not necessary). The
functionality is explained in the following.
Excitation Axis: Here you can choose which gradient axis to measure. You need to
perform a measurement of all three axis in order to reconstruct a 3D trajectory from that
data.
Phase/Read/Slice Axis: This just displays which gradient axes are switched off in order to
perform the trajectory measurement.
Dummy Scans: Number of dummy scans to be performed prior to the actual data
acquisition. The dummy loop executes exactly the same sequence kernel as in normal
mode, only the data acquisition is disabled. After the dummy loop all internal counters
are set to zero.
Log Physio: Log ECG and respiration using the PMU (physiological measurement unit).
The log files are stored in C:\Medcom\log under MREG_PhysioSignals_xxx.*, where
_xxx is a number. The first files are stored as _000.* and subsequent files use the next
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available number. The files include annotations that allow synchronization of the
physiological signals with data acquisition.
Scan Time: Here you can choose how long the sequences will acquire data. In
combination with TR the sequences calculates a combination of LinesToMeasure and
repetitions in order to approximate the chosen scan time. The measurements are then
executed in two for-loops, where Lines is iterated in the inner loop. The two parameters
are used since the maximum parameter space for either parameter is too small.

4.3 Data acquisition format
4.3.1 Raw data header
No online reconstruction (ICE) is provided by the MREG sequence. This is because of its
purpose for highly undersampled non-Cartesian imaging which requires tailored
reconstruction algorithms (difficult to implement and long reconstruction times).
Therefore, only the raw data is saved to disk and needs to be transferred to an external
computer where image reconstruction has to be performed. The raw data header allows
the storage of relevant information about MR imaging parameters. The important
information is stored in text format between the two lines ###ASCCONV BEGIN### and
### ASCCONV END ###:

### ASCCONV BEGIN ###
ulVersion = 0x14b44b6
tSequenceFileName
= "%CustomerSeq%\MREG_wip"
…
sRXSPEC.alDwellTime[0]
= 5000
alTR[0]
= 100000
lContrasts
= 1
alTE[0]
= 10000
alTE[1]
= 25000
…
sAsl.ulMode
= 0x1
### ASCCONV END ###
Example of raw data header file
In Table 1 the most important (and currently used) parameters are displayed
Beside the normal sequence parameters (like TR, TE, flip angle …), some other
SIEMENS predefined parameters are redirected to store MREG-specific information (see
Table 1).
A third way of passing information is a structure called WIP_MEM_BLOCK that allows
the storage of 64 long parameters, 16 double parameters and one char array. All
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parameters in the sequence special card are stored in that field. It has to be noted that
parameters that are equal to zero do not show up as text (for example the
sWiPMemBlock.alFree fields 9-31) in the following example:
sWiPMemBlock.alFree[0]
= 1
sWiPMemBlock.alFree[1]
= 1
sWiPMemBlock.alFree[2]
= 2
sWiPMemBlock.alFree[3]
= 2
sWiPMemBlock.alFree[4]
= 2
sWiPMemBlock.alFree[5]
= 1
sWiPMemBlock.alFree[6]
= 1
sWiPMemBlock.alFree[8]
= 1
sWiPMemBlock.alFree[32] = 1
sWiPMemBlock.alFree[33] = 6967
sWiPMemBlock.alFree[34] = 1
sWiPMemBlock.alFree[35] = 6967
sWiPMemBlock.adFree[1]
= 10
sWiPMemBlock.adFree[2]
= 2000
sWiPMemBlock.tFree = "arb_gradient.grad"
sRXSPEC.alDwellTime[0]
alTR[0]
alTE[0]
alTE[1]
sSliceArray.asSlice[0].sPosition.dSag

= 5000
=
=
=
= -3.5

Dwell time as specified in gradient file
TR [µs]
TE [µs] user interface TE = time to
Actual TE [µs] = time of k-space center
Shift in read direction

sSliceArray.asSlice[0].dThickness
sSliceArray.asSlice[0].dReadoutFOV
sKSpace.dPhaseResolution
sKSpace.lBaseResolution
sKSpace.lPhaseEncodingLines
sFastImaging.lSegments
adFlipAngleDegree[0]
lTotalScanTimeSec

= 196
= 240
= 0.99
= 64
= 64
=2
= 25
=8

Slab thickness (=excited volume) [mm]
Cubic FOV as specified in gradient file
Acquired raw data lines (PE) [%]
Base resolution as specified in gradient
Acquired raw data lines (PE[%] * base
Number of elements in gradient file
Flip angle [°]
Total scan time [s]

sWiPMemBlock.alFree[0]
sWiPMemBlock.alFree[1]
sWiPMemBlock.alFree[2]
sWiPMemBlock.alFree[3]
sWiPMemBlock.alFree[4]

=3
=1
=2
=2
=2

Selected gradient file (index in list)
Selected excitation axes
Slice readout on (2=on; 1=off)
Phase readout on (2=on; 1=off)
Read readout on (2=on; 1=off)

sWiPMemBlock.tFree

=

Name of selected gradient file

Table 1 List of relevant sequence parameters stored in the raw data header
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4.3.2 Data structure and reordering

Figure 3: Execution chain in fSeqRun()
As shown in Figure 3, the sequence is structured as 3 nested loops cycling over
repetitions (“measurements”), phase encode lines, and slices (in the case of multislice/slab imaging). Note that for multi-shot (segmented) acquisitions, the readout
element counter cycling through the trajectory elements is actually incremented every
time the kernel is called.
For each call of the sequence kernel, the readout data is structured as an array of ADCs,
which can be addressed using the “set” index. As described in section 2.2, each ADC
contains 500 samples; for data reconstruction, all ADCs corresponding to a given
repetition (measurement), line, and slice index should therefore be concatenated to yield
the full readout data (see figure 4). Moreover, in the case of segmented trajectories, data
from multiple lines would need to be recombined.
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Figure 4: Data acquisition and reordering of acquired lines of raw data for a single
coil, single shot measurement. In the case of multi-coil imaging, an additional coil
dimension has to be added. In the case of multi-shot acquisition of k-space,
consecutive phase encoding lines have to be combined to one data set.

4.4 Gradient files
4.4.1 General handling of gradient files
For every MREG imaging experiment a single gradient file has to be selected. All
gradient
files
are
stored
in
a
folder
on
the
host
(“C:\Medcom\log\ja_MREG_grad_files”) and need the ending *.grad.
During initialization of the sequence (by calling fSeqInit() ) the content of the gradient
folder is read in and stored as a text file called list.info. Furthermore the drop-down
menu Readout in the sequence special card is populated according to the content of
list.info.
When a gradient file is selected, its content is read in stored in a global class in order to
be available by all instances the sequence invokes.
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If you want to add a new gradient (trajectory) to the sequence, simply copy it to the
gradient folder on the host and the sequence will be able to run it. That means the
filename will appear in the selection field Readout. Up to 16 gradient files are supported
by the sequence.

4.4.2 Gradient file format
A gradient file is a simple text file with a header and gradient amplitudes for all three
gradient axes (read, phase and slice) stored as N lines with three columns.
If more than one readout scheme should be played out during one measurement, the
sequence can handle up to 16 different readout gradients. They are restricted to have
identical settings as stored in the gradient file header and the number of samples per
element must be the same (zero filling is used for different readout lengths). Assuming
that Number_of_Samples and Number_of_Elements are set correctly, the sequence takes
care of separating the gradient information.
The actual gradient amplitudes are played out in exactly the same order as they are stored
in the gradient file. The sequence then cycles through the array of gradient elements (one
per TR).
The header stores the following information:
Number_of_Samples
→ corresponds to the total number of lines in the gradient
file. The last line read in is given by this number
Maximum_Gradient_Amplitude_[mT/m] → reference amplitude in physical
units (mT/m). The gradient samples are stored in the range [-1; 1] and are relative to the
reference amplitude. The actual gradient strength (in physical units) is given by
multiplying the current sample value with the reference amplitude.
Number_of_Elements → In case of multi-shot imaging this value is bigger than 1
and describes the number of different trajectories or trajectory elements (in case of
interleaved k-space coverage) that are stored within the file.
Element_length → redundant information. Equal to Number_of_Samples
divided by Number_of_Elements.
Field_Of_View_[mm] →
nominal Field-of-view in millimeters. This value is
displayed in the sequence interface.
Base_Resolution → nominal resolution. Displayed as base resolution in sequence
interface
TE_[µs] → effective echo time of the trajectory, measured from the beginning of the
trajectory. The actual echo time during the sequence is stored as TE[1] in the protocol,
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where TE[1] = TE[0] + TE_[µs], and TE[0] is the delay specified in the user interface
(see sections 2.2 and 4.2.1)
Dwell_[ns] → the dwell time for the ADC is stored in nanoseconds
Indexn_start
→ Value is stored in the raw data header and can be used to
predefine ADC samples that should be omitted during the reconstruction process (e.g.
ramp sampling). For every trajectory element different start and end values can be stored.
These values do not affect the sequence in any way, they are simply stored in the raw
data header for post-processing purposes
Indexn_end

→ see previous explanation

4.4.3 Example gradient file with one trajectory element
##GradientFileHeader##
Number_of_Samples 7454
Maximum_Gradient_Amplitude_[mT/m] 22.8103
Number_of_Elements 1
Element_length 7454
Field_Of_View_[mm] 192 192 192
Base_Resolution 64
TE_[micros] 34780
Dwell_[ns] 5000
##EndOfHeader##
index1_start 72
index1_end 7402
index2_start 0
index2_end 0
…
index16_start 0
index16_end 0
##EndOfIndices##
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
…
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Workflow
5.1 Reference scan
To perform MREG such as described in (Assländer et al., 2013), that is for 3D singleshot dynamic acquisitions with parallel imaging, a fully encoded reference measurement
is required. It is used to estimate the coil sensitivity profiles of the head coil array and
provides a map of static off-resonances that can be used for off-resonance corrected
reconstruction. It may also be used as an anatomical image (with moderate spatial
resolution) of the subject. While there are several ways to fulfill those requirements, we
suggest using the standard SIEMENS gradient echo sequence (gre) in 2d multi-slice
mode with double echo acquisition.
The imaging geometry should match the nominal FOV specified in the gradient file and
should be aligned with the MREG FOV (right click on the protocol allows you to copy
the slice position). The easiest way to achieve this is to acquire N slices (slice thickness =
nominal voxel size of MREG measurement) with N identical to the base resolution
specified in the gradient file. You can increase the resolution of the reference scan for
overlaying purposes if you want to.
Double-echo acquisition means that a second echo is generated by reversing the readout
gradient. The selection of monopolar readout gradients (both readout gradients have
identical polarity) avoids phase shifts between both acquired lines in k-space (the same
phase shifts lead to the well-known N/2-ghosts in EPI).
In order to avoid additional phase offsets due to the chemical shift of fat, the echo times
must be an integer multiple of the fat-water-resonance offset (~340Hz at 3T, corresponds
to ~2.3ms). Then both fat and water spins are in-phase, and the measured phase
difference of a voxel is only caused by macroscopic field inhomogeneities. The sequence
tooltip usually indicates possible appropriate timings for in-phase and out-of-phase fat
and water spins.
The long TR due to the multi-slice mode and a flip angle according to the Ernst angle (or
less) ensures that spin history effects can be neglected.
Example settings for N=64 at 3T with FOV = 192 mm:
TR = 1000 ms
TE1 = 2.3 ms
TE2 = 4.6 ms
α= 50°
64 slices (slice thickness = 3 mm)
For image reconstruction, the available MATLAB reconstruction package requires both
reference and MREG data to be exported in raw data format.
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The reference scan should be performed directly before the MREG scan.

5.2 Trajectory calibration
In rare cases, the use of tailored non-Cartesian trajectories with long readout times
requires some sort of trajectory calibration. For Trio, Skyra and Prisma, this is usually not
necessary. The actual trajectory (field as seen by the spins) can deviate from the
theoretical trajectory (as provided in the gradient file) for the following reasons:
1.
Axis specific gradient delay times lead to a mismatch of the three trajectory
components
2.
The real trajectory never reaches its maximum value
3.
Gradient axis cross-talk (Maxwell-terms of gradient coils) produces fields
that do not vanish in any other direction than the specified one
The MREG sequence includes a method to measure the actual trajectory based on the thin
slice method proposed by (Duyn et al., JMR 1998). A thin slice (smaller than the nominal
resolution of trajectory) is selected perpendicular to the axis to be calibrated and shifted
away from the gradient isocenter. This is achieved by applying the slice selection
gradient on the same axis as the calibration axis. The other two remaining axes are
switched off during the calibration scan in order to avoid unwanted spoiling effects on the
selected slice.
If “Calibration Mode” is selected the sequence performs a couple of steps automatically
(see Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Trajectory calibration
For a complete calibration of a 3D k-space trajectory, three scans corresponding to the
logical axes in the scanner coordinate system are necessary. The excitation axis has to be
set to PHASE, READ, and SLICE in the drop-down menu on the sequence special card
(see figure 5). When a different excitation axis is selected, the sequence takes care of
switching on and off the correct readout gradients automatically.
The actual axis calibration is performed in the following way: after the calibration scan
(where one gradient is played out) a reference scan (where all readout gradients are
switched off) is acquired. This reference scan (fid) has to be subtracted from the
calibration scan in order to remove background phase fluctuations caused by static
off-resonances and other phase disturbing effects. The sequence acquires the calibration
scan and the reference scan in an interleaved mode. This has the advantage that the
subtraction can be performed prior to the averaging which reduces the influence of slow
scanner drifts.
We propose the use of long TRs (~1s) in combination with high flip angles and moderate
amount of averaging (depending on SNR) to calibrate each axis.
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5.3 Known Issues
The scan time is not exact, since it is approximated by a combination of parameters. The
TA at the top of the sequence card shows you the actual scan time.
There is no countdown for the scan time. Siemens implementation of this feature requires
an update call after each repetition, which causes a delay of approximately 300 µs. We
therefore removed this feature.
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